
Adele Park’s Both of You is an ambitious, thrillingly-conceived crime novel for our time.
Detailing the lives, relationships and sudden disappearances of its dual protagonists, Kai
Janssen and Leigh Fletcher, the novel, upon first reading, appears to deal in many of the
familiar themes, tropes and narrative structures that have thus far helped to define the modern
crime-thriller genre. The brilliance of Both of You is, however, lies its deliberate and jarring
moments of departure from the archetypes and cliches of which fans of the genre have come
to expect as a matter of course.
 Despite the fact that Adele Parks chooses to introduce us to Leigh Fletcher, the first of her dual
protagonists, as a woman struggling to recall the events which have lead to her abduction,
Both of You is anything but yet another voyeuristic ‘captured woman’ novel. Spanning the
adult lives of its central characters as they meet, fall in love and attempt to adapt in the
aftermath of a crime which has left each one of their lives cruelly upturned, the novel’s potent
depictions of characters that are struggling against events out with their immediate control
raise themes which are profoundly relevant to the current day.
Set against the imposition of the first coronavirus lockdown, Both of You is a novel about love,
alienation and the loss of agency. Though its careful, sensitive focus upon the lives, choices and
desires of its central female protagonists, it’s also a novel about women who refuseto have their 
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lives and choices defined by their respective ages, societal convention, or even morality.
Composed of an unusual, non-chronological structure that leaps between different times,
settings and perspectives, Both of You, is an excellent, meticulous work of fiction. Unmatched
in her ability to wring the internal drama out of seemingly everyday events, Park’s greatest
achievements in Both of You are owed to her capacity to make ordinary relationships and
actions seem strange, unfamiliar and potentially sinister.
Starved of an immediate explanation as to who has taken Leigh and Kai, Park’s reader is subtly
invited to suspect each of the novel’s supporting characters.
Forcing its readership to revaluate what normal marriages, families or friendships looks like,
Both of You is as much a work of domestic-horror as it is a crime-thriller novel. The novel raises
its stakes to the point of life or death or Leigh and Kai, their tumultuous paternal relationships,
frayed marriages and uneven friendships take on levels of dramatic significance that are rarely
achieved in more conventional novelistic forms. Inviting its reader to cast suspicion upon the
near entirety of the novel’s diverse cast of characters, Both of You is a riveting masterpiece for
the paranoid, polarised contemporary world.
Through her masterful deployment of sinister innuendo, dramatic irony, and toe-curling
suspense, Adele Parks has created the most impressive work of her career to date. With its rich
cast of real, emotionally plausible characters, and sensitive interrogations of love, sex and
contemporary morality, Both of You, is a complex, heartbreaking novel. Drawing its reader in
with the immediate drama of its central mystery, Both of You derives its real strength from the
questions it forces us to ask about our own lives and the people we share them with. Almost
certain to build upon the already considerable success of her previous works, Park’s most
recent offering is undoubtably a classic of the genre in the making, and deservedly so.
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About HarperCollins UK
With a history stretching back over 200 years, HarperCollins is the second largest consumer
book publisher in the world. Here at HarperCollins UK, we publish around 1,500 books a year
for readers of all ages and interests.
Our bestsellers include Bernard Cornwell, Adele Parks, Jonathan Franzen, David Walliams, and
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Memoirs of British prime ministers. Hilary Mantel’s Wolf Hall
trilogy. George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. And legendary titles by legacy
authors J.R.R. Tolkien, Agatha Christie and C.S. Lewis.
We’re home to the most iconic bears, Paddington, Rupert and Winnie the Pooh, and Judith
Kerr, Rob Biddulph and Michael Morpurgo, Mr Men & Little Miss, Thomas & Friends and
Minecraft for our younger readers.
As the only UK publisher to release audio versions of all our new fiction, narrative non-fiction
and children’s books at the same time as their print publication, we publish 700 audio books
every year. In a unique partnership with the Royal National Institute for the Blind, our complete
catalogue is free for their members.
Over in Collins Learning, our education division is a pioneer in reference publishing. We
develop market-leading dictionaries, atlases and bibles. And our state-of-the-art online
learning platforms supplement our award-winning books for primary and secondary school
students.
Brothers James and John Harper founded J. and J. Harper in 1817. By 1825, their small printing
shop had become the biggest publisher in New York City. As Harper & Row in 1987, it was
acquired by News Corporation. In 1990, we became HarperCollins after acquiring William
Collins & Sons, founded in Glasgow in 1819.
We have offices in London, Honley, Manchester, Glasgow and Dublin. In London, we’re in The
News Building with News UK companies including The Times and Sunday Times, The Sun, and
Dow Jones. Keeping our historic connection to Glasgow, we’re also based in the Bishopbriggs
district where each week, our distribution centre sends 1.3 million books around the world.
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